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SANDY LANE, PHOENIX VILLA

Saint James, Barbados

Introducing Phoenix Villa, a lovely 4-bedroom holiday villa nestled within the prestigious Sandy Lane

Estate on the idyllic West Coast of Barbados. This retreat promises an unparalleled experience for

discerning travellers seeking an enchanting escape in one of the most sought-after destinations in the

Caribbean.

Recently renovated to perfection, Phoenix Villa is perched atop the tranquil ridge of Sandy Lane, situated

at the end of a serene cul-de-sac, ensuring utmost privacy and tranquility for an unforgettable holiday

retreat.

Boasting four generously appointed ensuite bedrooms, each equipped with air-conditioning to ensure

optimum comfort, this splendid villa is ideally suited for families and groups seeking a harmonious blend

of space, style, and sophistication. The villa's design encompasses an inviting open courtyard, seamlessly

transitioning to a spacious covered patio with a convenient wet bar, where guests can savour the island's

signature rum punch while basking in the mesmerizing hues of the Caribbean sunset.

The centerpiece of Phoenix Villa is undoubtedly its expansive swimming pool, surrounded by plush sun

loungers and shaded by graceful umbrellas, offering an oasis of relaxation and rejuvenation amidst the lush

tropical surroundings. For those seeking elevated indulgence, a rooftop lounge beckons, complete with a

soothing Jacuzzi (unheated) and intimate sitting area, affording vistas of the glistening coastline, creating

an ambiance of serenity and splendour.

As guests of Phoenix Villa, you will enjoy exclusive access to the esteemed Sandy Lane Property Owners

Beach Facility, where powder-soft sands and azure waters await, inviting moments of leisure and

recreation. Additionally, our dedicated concierge services stand ready to curate bespoke experiences, from

arranging exhilarating activities to orchestrating exquisite dining experiences, ensuring every aspect of

your holiday surpasses expectations with seamless sophistication.

Embrace the epitome of luxury living amidst the captivating allure of Sandy Lane Barbados, where

Phoenix Villa invites you to surrender to the charms of island life and create cherished memories that

linger long after your departure. Contact our holiday rentals team today at info@realtorslimited.com or +1-

246-537-6930 to book this villa today.
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Rental Rates

Summer Rates:  $950 US /night 

Yes
Name:

Realtors Luxury Villa 

Rentals

Telephone: +1 (246) 537-6930WhatsApp: +1 (246) 832-0087

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  House

Bedrooms:  4

Bathrooms:  4

Listed:  21 Mar 2024
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